
The 2014 WSCC Bunny Run 
by Ken Frey

I would like to thank all the entrants in the 2014 WSCC Bunny Run for joining us.  
We are very happy to have had an increase of 63% in entrants over last year’s Bunny 
Run.  I suspect some of that increase had to do with the marketing efforts of Barbara 
Gebala.  Only two people filled in the line asking “how did you hear about the event”, so 
it is hard to determine how many entrants were from what sources.  We had the highest 
percentage of finishing cars in well over a decade with 85% of the cars coming through 
the final check point.

The only sign that was missing the following morning was on the answer sheet of 
the last few entrants who came through the check point, so we know it was there 
throughout the event.  Everybody said they enjoyed the roads.  My apologies to all for 
the bad instruction at the end of the event.  I had the end of the rally coming into Mount 
Kisco from the opposite side of town, but could not find a suitable location for a final 
check point.  So I ran the rally around to the other side of town, which also proved a 
challenge for a check point until I had a meeting with the Tesla dealer.  Dave and Frank 
had cold run the rally before the last change was made.  The situation is a rookie 
mistake that I do not take lightly.  It has always been the objective of WSCC to put on 
the best events possible and we take great strides to do so.

Congratulations to former club member Jim Voros and current club member 
Diane Mays for nailing the rally.              

I would like to thank Co-Chairman Frank Cardone for all his work in refining some 
of the instructions for the benefit of the entrants.  Thank you to Dave Trezza for Cold 
Running the rally for us.  Thanks to Debbi and Gary Kanzler for doing the event 
registration at the site.  Thanks to Ed McGuirk for coming to work the event and then 
being drafted by Jesse Lipscher as a driver.  Thanks to Jesse for producing the results 
of the event.  Thank you to Tesla Motors of Mount Kisco for letting us use their parking 
lot as a finish location for the entrants to tabulate their results.  And last, thank you to 
Applebee’s for staying open later than usual to accommodate our finishers and allow 
them to congregate after the event and enjoy some food and drink.   

Please plan on coming to our next rally on July 12 starting at the Palisades Mall 
in Lot J, the commuter lot.  


